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ABSTRACT 
India. world's largest democracy with over 700 million voters, equivalent to the 
combined strength of USA, Russia, Braz1l and Japan, presents a unique example for 

IME. With such a gigantic economic management policies and implementations, 

India remains a source of inspiration for several global financial institutions despite 

internal contradictions. ndia has been associated with IMF since the inception of 

Bretton Woods international conference organised some 70 years back. Among first 

signatories, profounder &active member in various economic forums, India continues 

to play an inmportant role in various decision making activities. Large number of 

projects and services like valuation of Rupees, measurement of standard Gold and 

infrastructural projects, India's economic policy have been benefitted from IMF. 

The findings of the paper are based on as how mutually beneficial domestic economy 

can be collaborated with global currencies, gold valuation and balanced economic 

payment. It is high time where India can review economic dependence on external 

donors by promoting neo-liberal agenda and needs to have multiple "equilibrium 

points with IMF. Despite odds and challenges, India has maintained peaceful 

bilateral ties with the officials of IMF who have leadership qualities and powertul 

Dargaining diplomacy. Sensible critiques have suggested to for IMF-India Economic 

Model' as the best alternative.
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Background 

donal buying and selling of currency. ts' members contribute operating runas 

and receive voting ights according 

al Monetary Fund (IMF) is a voluntary agency to ensure equilaoe 

to the volumes of international trade, national 

C reserves the rights of holdings. IMF also coordinates with internationa 

Currency exchange, balance of international yments and national accounts, 
and 
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Cmain pillar of global financial management. It was created in July 
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